HALL, ELEVATOR &
EMERGENCY PHONES

Wall Can
and Door
Assembly

GB524V47

GB523VN

GB524-L1-47

GB524-L1-47

The GB523V and GB524V Telephones are e/w high stress armored cords and vandal resistant hardware. Each
is available with any of four dial options. E/w amplified receiver and auto volume reset button. Baked on enamel finish
may be ordered in either black or red.
GB523 models are designed to be mounted in existing outlet boxes that are at least 7W x 10H x 3D or with the
optional GB62247 Outlet Box and GB62248 Trim Frame. GB524 models are designed to flush mount in an existing
opening. They come complete with the outlet box, trim frame and a magnetic hinged door e/w a pull handle.

ORDERING INFORMATION See page 5 for new Programmable Auto Dialer Telephone Sets.
GB523VNXX
GB2523VXX
*GB524VSXX
No dial, frame or can

Tone Dial, no frame or can

GB523VSXX

Automatic Tone Dial, 12-digit,
line-powered, no frame or can

GB523VXX

Pushbutton Pulse Dial, no frame or can

*GB524VXX
Pulse Dial

*GB524VNXX
No Dial

Line-powered, single line
Sold by:
programmable SND

* GB2524VXX
Tone Dial

http://www.TWAcomm.com
Toll Free: (877) 892-2666

GB524-L1-XX

Wall Can/Door and Frame Assembly. Will
accept GB523V and GB2523V Series Tel Sets

*NOTE: Furnished with GB524-L1 Wall Can/Door and frame assembly.
COLOR OPTIONS: XX Denotes color. Insert color code digits to order: 00 Black or 47 Cherry Red

GB31454

The GB31454 and GB31454-SND measure 7H x 4.5W x 2.5D.
They are pushbutton operated, the line being connected when the
pushbutton is momentarily pressed. They also have a 2-minute T imeOut feature which disconnects the call after 2 minutes. An LED is
provided to indicate an Of f Hook condition. The GB31454 is for Auto
Ring Down or Dedicated lines, and the GB31454-SND is e/w a
programmable, single number autodialer. The GB31560 measures
9.7H x 4.5W x 2.5D. It is the same as the GB31454 except that it has
a tone dial. The GB31454, GB31454-SND and GB31560 Mini-Elevator
Speakerphones are designed for indoor applications with limited space,
such as elevators, parking ramps, campuses and door entry. They can
be surface mounted or flush mounted in existing wall cans. They are
powered by the telephone line with no batteries or AC power required.
They are finished in black textured baked-on enamel.

ORDERING INFORMATION
GB31560
GB31454

GB31454-SND

Mini-Elevator/Hall Speakerphone
e/w 12-digit programmable Auto-dialer,
Ringer and a 2- minute Automatic
Disconnect.
For Special or Custom Products Call or Fax Allen Tel Products, Inc. (714) 546-3522 Fax (714) 546-1714

Mini-Elevator/Hall Speakerphone
less Dial, e/w Ringer and 2-minute
Automatic Disconnect for ARD circuits.
8

Same as GB31454 except e/w
DTMF Tone Dial.

GB31560

